KIDS SIZE GUIDE

Kids feet grow really fast. By the time you've printed this out your little one probably went up half a size. Just to be safe follow these four easy steps below to get a measurement of their shoe size.

1. Print out this page and ensure accuracy by placing a credit card on the below shape.

2. Find your child. Hopefully this one is easy!

3. On a hard surface, line the heel of their bare foot up with the horizontal line above the "heel goes here" mark.
   
   Watch those toes, don’t let ‘em curl!

4. Measure out the foot size based on where the longest toe touches "PRO TIP: Measure both feet, most children have one foot larger than the other. If that ends up being your situation, choose the larger foot size.

Sizes are only provided for US sizes. As always all returns and refunds are excepted at Vans owned stores. Good Luck!